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According to your court indictment, Conspiracy of Cells of Fire
is a terrorist organization. But words were never, nor are or will
ever be neutral. Words acquire the meaning given by the person
who uses them. We do not speak the language of the judges and
prosecutors. We speak the language of the hunted who have refused
the victimʼs role, the wanted who have not handed themselves in
to the authorities, the prisoners who have not caged their will for
freedom, the anarchists who have never kneeled in front of Power.
Solidarity, Dignity, Urban Guerrilla, Anarchy, these are our words,
that we unleash as an insult against your system.
Yes, thatʼs right, we are anarchist urban guerrillas and proud to
participate in the rebellion of our desires, under the name Conspiracy of Cells of Fire.
For you, who stand behind your judicial benches, we are terrorists because your soul is a scared shade which only feels safe behind
cops and in the books of your dead laws.

We are terrorists against your interests and your Power. Life,
physical integrity, safety and property of the judicial clique, the political authority, the oligarchy of the wealthy and the bosses are
being targeted by both us and our unarrested comrades.
However, a different terrorism is hovering above the lives of most
people. Terrorism is the endless queues in a tax office, in public organizations, in banks. Terrorism is the bossesʼ orders to their staff.
Terrorism is the heavy hand of the police landing on minor delinquents and poor devils. The worst terrorism, though, is the TERRIFYING ascertainment that no person raises its head. Terrorism is
the silence and passivity. Terrorism is the fact that no person undertakes its own life.
We have also seen your terrorism; the terrorism of justice. We
have seen tens of prison inmates returning from your courts, having an empty gaze and their lives burdened with several decades
in prison. We have seen friends and relatives collapsing from your
ʽjustʼ decisions.
We have seen your expressionless faces and your well-fed bellies
fitting into your expensive and armored cars. We have heard and
know your hefty salaries and your secret, under-the-table agreements that are of service to your valued buddies, the big publishers,
the industrialists and your political supervisors. How many centuries in prison have you truly dished out throughout your career in
order to serve a system which itself generates, through exploitation
and oppression, those who you consider criminals?
Hence, outside of the books of your laws, if someone wants to
seek the meaning of terrorism in real life, where the scared today
dreads the threatening tomorrow thatʼs yet to come, you yourselves
and the Power are the terrorists.
As for our terrorism, it is the human will for freedom and anarchy.
Apparently, you dread this will, so you vote new terror laws, you
establish exceptional courts-martial, you take special security measures, you do not allow us to talk to our relatives and companions
during trial recesses, and even when you take us to the detention

rooms, ten metres from your court room which is built inside the
prison, you handcuff us. This means that you are really scared. This
is an honour and pleasure for us, because it shows that a group of
people, a circle of anarchist of praxis can terrify an entire State. This
shows that, away from the silence and passivity of the mass, the will
of only a few people is sufficient for your system to be crushed.
You should know that there are several insubordinate individualities living self-exiled from your society, who prepare and arm
themselves, while they collectivize their own desires to overthrow
the history of servants and their masters. Thatʼs when you will really sense the concept of anarchist tromocracy; an anarchist tromocracy which is expressed with fire on banks, ministries, police stations; exploded with bombs outside luxurious villas of wealthy people, courthouses, multinational companies and industries of nature
and animal exploitation; written with bullets fired on the dictators
of our life and freedom; spoken inside court rooms by the mouths
of prisoners of war, such as we who are not scared of your convictions and your prisons. This is the anarchist tromocracy. Thus,
revise your indictment and add in your documents that CCF is an
anarchist terrorist organization.
And all of us, who participate in this organization, are proud to be
its members, and our rage is an axe over your heads thatʼs spinning…
spinning… spinning…
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